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Abstract

Lateral-effect refers to the increase of one kind of consumer goods (or investment/export), which may lead to the increase of another kind of consumer goods (or investment/export). For example, ticket consumption in scenic spots can lead to the consumption of accommodation and catering [1]. The study of the lateral-effect is a new topic in the study of industrial correlation in recent years. The study of the lateral-effect of ticket consumption in scenic spots on regional economy is helpful to grasp the focus of the industrial layout of tourist destinations. Based on the related research results of predecessors, this paper takes the a-level scenic spots of national natural landscape in China as an example, applies the input-output method, introduces the theory of lateral-effect, and calculates the lateral-effect multiplier of ticket consumption of scenic spots on regional economy. The calculation results show that for every unit of added value created by scenic spot tickets, 6.74 units of added value of other sectors of the national economy can be driven by the lateral-effect, indicating that a-level scenic spots of national natural landscape in China have a significant driving effect on regional economy. Through calculation and analysis, this paper draws the conclusion that the scenic spot should gradually cut ticket prices, spend more resources on improving tourists’ consumption of shopping, catering and accommodation, and optimize the structure of tourists’ consumption.
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THE INTRODUCTION

With the stable development of social economy, China has entered the stage of mass tourism, and the total consumption of tourism is increasing, thus promoting the continuous improvement of the industrial status of tourism industry. The 12th five-year plan for service industry development issued by China's State Council, a coordinating body often likened to the United States president's cabinet, in 2012 has identified tourism as a strategic pillar industry of the national economy. Promulgated by the China national tourism administration in 2017, China's tourism scenic area development report pointed out that in 2017, the constituents of the domestic tourists traveling consumption of food and beverage cost accounted 27.5%, transport costs accounted for 12.2%, scenic spot ticket consumption accounted for 22.6%, shopping cost 23.3%, accommodation costs accounted for 8.0%, cultural entertainment spending accounts for 5.6%, other 0.7%, scenic spot ticket sales still occupy a large proportion. On the one hand, this reflects the high dependence of local economy on ticket revenue, on the other hand, it also shows that the development of China's tourism is still in an immature stage.

In fact, if analyzed from a macro perspective, it can be found that the economic contribution of other consumption caused by tourists in ticket consumption is far greater than the contribution of scenic spot ticket consumption itself. This shows that ticket consumption in scenic spots has a huge multiplier effect, and local governments should pay more attention to the comprehensive income of the whole region instead of ticket revenue when setting ticket prices. By using the input-output table of China in 2012, based on the input-output theory and tourism multiplier theory, this paper calculate the lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot tickets consumption to the consumption of tourism destination, aiming to analysis the comprehensive economic effects in tourist destination caused by the tickets consumption. And provide scientific and reasonable basis for the setting of the scenic spot ticket prices and related policy and regional tourism development planning.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The concept of lateral effect is first put forward by Rostow in his book economics from takeoff to sustainable growth. It refers to the increase of one kind of consumer goods (or investment / export), which
may lead to the increase of another kind of consumer goods (or investment / export). For example, the consumption of scenic spot tickets can lead to the consumption of accommodation and catering [1].

Lateral effect is a new topic in the study of tourism multiplier, but at present, there are few related research results, and most of them are qualitative descriptions. Only a few studies have tried to quantify the lateral effect. Xiao zhen Chen [2] divides lateral effects into competitive and collaborative ones, and tries to build a lateral association network model to provide a basis for the quantification of lateral effects; Yi Liu [1] takes Danxia Mountain, the world heritage site, as an example, makes a quantitative analysis of the lateral effects of scenic spot consumption for the first time, and its constructed structure tree model of scenic spot consumption multiplier effect describes the ticket consumption of scenic spots. The diffusion path of regional economic impact, in which the lateral effect has an impact on the tourism economy of the destination from the exogenous path, is divided into direct lateral effect and indirect lateral effect.

Previous studies on tourism multiplier laid a solid foundation for the study of lateral effects. Keynesian multiplier model and Leontief input-output model are both research models of modern tourism multiplier theory. However, the marginal consumption tendency of Keynesian multiplier model is difficult to measure in reality, and the input-output model is easier to calculate, so the research on tourism multiplier in academia is basically derived from the input-output model. At present, a few researches on the measurement of lateral effect multiplier [1] are also based on the basic theory of input-output multiplier.

At present, there is no special work on the lateral effect in countries except China. The research on the tourism multiplier effect started in the 1970s, and the research object is mainly in the hotel industry. In the 1990s, the paper mainly studied the industrial association and the tourism income multiplier and economic multiplier effect of related areas from the perspective of input-output analysis, such as [3, 4]. Since the 21st century, there has been a new expansion in research methods. In addition to further using the input-output table to study the relevant characteristics of an industry [5-7], new models and methods such as CGE model, Sam multiplier analysis, VAR model have also been introduced [8-12].

Different from the current study of tourism multiplier as government service in China, western developed countries adopt market economy mechanism, and the government basically takes a non intervention attitude towards the development of tourism. Therefore, in the research results of tourism multiplier, it is basically based on accommodation and catering industry or tourism destination as the research object, and there are still research literature on multiplier effect of public tourism resources scenic spots.

China’s domestic research on tourism multiplier is mainly based on the input-output theory, focusing on the internal relations between industrial sectors [13-20].

Liu Qiyun [21] pointed out that there are some problems in the analysis of input-output multiplier at present, either exaggerating the multiplier effect, forming a false economic prosperity, or underestimating the multiplier effect, omitting some factors that should be considered, thus there existing larger errors in the model calculation. In order to answer the above-mentioned real economic problems comprehensively and correctly, we must start with the basic principle of input-output multiplier, clarify the transmission mechanism of the effect of input-output multiplier, and take the lateral effects among the final products into account. After that, a few literature have discussed the lateral effect multiplier of a single case, but they have not formed a conclusion of universal significance, which needs to be expanded in research breadth. Based on this, this paper uses the theory of input-output multiplier to measure the lateral effect multiplier of national natural landscape class a scenic spots on regional economy, and analyzes the comprehensive contribution of ticket consumption of scenic spots to regional economy, aiming to broaden the depth and breadth of lateral effect multiplier research and enrich the research results in the field of tourism multiplier.

Model Construction and Research Design

Model Construction

Liu Yi [1] in the study of the comprehensive multiplier effect of the consumption of Danxia Mountain, a world natural heritage scenic spot, constructed the structure tree model of the consumption multiplier effect of scenic spot, and used the model to calculate the comprehensive multiplier effect of the consumption of scenic spot tickets including the lateral effect multiplier. Based on this model, this paper studies the lateral effect multiplier of A-level scenic spots in China. According to this model, the lateral effect of ticket consumption in scenic spots studied in this paper mainly affects the economy of tourist destinations through exogenous paths. As shown in Figure-1, the ticket consumption of the scenic spot will lead to a series of consumption, such as transportation, catering, accommodation, etc., which will have a certain impact on the economy of the tourist destination. The path of the impact of ticket consumption on the destination economy includes the endogenous path and the exogenous path. Through the endogenous path, i.e. the internal relationship between the industrial sectors, it shows the industrial spread effect of the ticket consumption through the industrial association. Through the exogenous path, i.e. the external relationship between the tourism consumption, it shows...
the lateral effect caused by the ticket consumption. In the exogenous path, the related consumption caused by the ticket consumption of scenic spots shows the direct lateral effect, and the change of national economic output caused by the consumption of relevant departments through the industrial ripple effect shows the indirect lateral effect. Combined with the characteristics of tourism, the lateral effect can better reflect the characteristics of the impact of tourism on regional economy than the ripple effect.

In this paper, the consumption multiplier structure tree model of scenic spots is used. First, the direct lateral effect multiplier and indirect lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot ticket consumption are calculated from the exogenous path, and then the ripple effect multiplier is calculated from the endogenous path. By comparing the two, the influence degree and characteristics of lateral effect of scenic spot ticket consumption on regional economy are revealed. At the same time, by comparing the sector structure of the lateral effect with the multiplier of the added value of the tourism output of the relevant departments, this paper reveals the characteristics and laws of the lateral effect of the ticket consumption of the natural landscape type a scenic spot on the regional economy, and clarifies the development direction for the optimization of the tourist consumption structure.

RESEARCH DESIGN

Research Object

This paper chooses the natural landscape scenic spots in the national A-level scenic spots as the calculation object. First, considering that the natural landscape scenic spots are generally located in rural and remote areas and have typical tourism attraction properties, it can eliminate the interference of non-tourism factors on the related tourism consumption to the maximum extent, and the conclusion can provide more valuable reference for choosing the tourism development mode in the resource-based tourism destination.

Second, the natural scenic spot has a large area, many supporting service facilities and more related tourism consumption. According to the 2015 China tourism scenic spot development report, issued by China National Tourism Administration, the natural scenic spot has the highest income of 124.015 billion yuan in every type of scenic spots, accounting for 35.65% of the total income. Besides, the lateral effect of natural scenic spots is more significant than other types of scenic spots.

RESEARCH METHODS

Based on the input-output analysis method and the consumption multiplier structure tree model constructed by Liu Yi and others, this paper calculates the lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot ticket consumption through exogenous path, reveals the size and structure of lateral effect by comparing the lateral effect with scenic spot ticket consumption wave and effect multiplier, and reveals the size and structure of lateral effect by comparing the lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot ticket consumption with the ripple effect of it. Moreover, this paper compare the lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot ticket consumption with multiplier of added value of tourism output of all sectors to provide the direction for the optimization of the lateral effect structure. In order to reflect directly and truly reflect the multiplier effect of each department on the local economy, this paper uses the added value as the measurement index.
Data Source and Description

The consumption structure data of China’s national natural landscape type A scenic spots used in this study comes from the 2015 China tourism development report, prepared by China National Tourism Administration. The consumption structure of China’s national natural landscape type a scenic spot obtained is shown in Table-1. The basic flow table of 139 departments used to calculate input-output is from China national input-output table of 2012. The coefficient matrix and the corresponding Leontief inverse matrix of the reduction model are calculated by MATLAB software.

Table-1: The consumption structure of national natural landscape type A-class tourist attractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department</th>
<th>Ticket</th>
<th>Commodity</th>
<th>Catering</th>
<th>Transportation</th>
<th>Accommodation</th>
<th>Entertainment</th>
<th>Others</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total amount (billion/RMB)</td>
<td>329.01</td>
<td>183.29</td>
<td>280.89</td>
<td>161.71</td>
<td>251.5</td>
<td>21.33</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1240.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion</td>
<td>26.53%</td>
<td>14.78%</td>
<td>22.65%</td>
<td>13.04%</td>
<td>20.28%</td>
<td>1.72%</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: compiled from the report on the development of China’s tourist attractions in 2015

DATA ANALYSIS

Analysis of Lateral Effect Multiplier of Ticket Consumption in Scenic Spots

Analysis of Direct Lateral Effect Multiplier

The direct lateral effect of scenic spot ticket consumption is the consumption of accommodation, catering and other departments directly caused by scenic spot ticket consumption through exogenous path. Before measuring the direct lateral effect multiplier of ticket consumption in scenic spots, it is necessary to sort out the tourist consumption items and their industrial departments.

Since the data of transportation consumption in the report is directly reported by each scenic spot to the relevant statistical department, each scenic spot can't get the statistic of visitors’ consumption of long-distance transportation such as trains, long-distance buses, airplanes, etc., and the statistic is about mainly the battery cars and scenic spot sightseeing cars required by the scenic spot's traffic transportation. Therefore, the transportation consumption in this study correspond to the road transport sector in national economic sector.

According to the classification of corresponding departments for commodity consumption projects, the consumption composition of tourists should be considered. Referring to the field survey on the consumption of tourists in Danxia Mountain, it can be seen that the consumption of tourists in national natural landscape class a scenic spot mainly includes the purchase of local specialties, souvenirs and other commodities. Corresponding to the national input-output table of 139 departments in 2012, it mainly involves agricultural products, vegetables Fruit, nuts and other agricultural and sideline products processing products, cultural and educational, industrial and aesthetic, sports and entertainment products, as well as wholesale and retail four departments, for the convenience of calculation, unified into a new Department: tourism commodities department. The rest of catering, accommodation, entertainment and other consumption have corresponding departments in the input-output table, so 139 departments in the input-output table are reorganized into a new input-output table of 136 departments. See Table-2 for the classification and arrangement of tourist consumption projects and industrial departments of national natural landscape class a scenic spots. For the corresponding department classification of commodity consumption items, it is necessary to consider the consumption composition of tourists. With reference to the field survey of tourists’ consumption in Danxia Mountain, it can be seen that the shopping consumption of tourists in the national natural landscape type A scenic spots mainly includes the purchase of local souvenirs, tourist souvenirs and other commodities Corresponding to the 2012 input-output table of 139 departments across the country, it mainly involves agricultural products, vegetables, fruits, nuts, and other processed agricultural and sideline products, cultural and educational, industrial beauty, sports and entertainment supplies, and wholesale and retail four departments. Convenient and unified under a new department: tourism commodities department. The rest of the catering, accommodation, entertainment, and other consumption have corresponding departments in the input-output table, so the 139 departments in the input-output table are reorganized into a new input-output table of 136 departments. The classification and arrangement of tourist consumption items and their industrial sectors of the national natural landscape-type A-level scenic spots are shown in Table-2.
Table-2: Matching the consumption of national natural landscape type A-class tourist attractions with industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer items</th>
<th>Corresponding department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ticket</td>
<td>Public facilities management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>Agricultural products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetables, fruits, nuts, and other processed agricultural and sideline products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural and educational, industrial beauty, sports and entertainment supplies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wholesale and retail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Road transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>Catering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the data on the composition of tourist consumption of national natural landscape type A scenic spots provided in the "2015 China Tourism Scenic Area Development Report", and the national natural landscape in 2015 was calculated according to the added-value rate of each department in the 2012 national input-output table and corresponding added value of Type A scenic spots. Table-3 shows the precise data.

Table-3: Consumption related data of national natural landscape type A-class tourist attractions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer items</th>
<th>Corresponding department</th>
<th>Total consumption unit (Billion /RMB)</th>
<th>added-value rate</th>
<th>Total added value (100 million/RMB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ticket</td>
<td>Public facilities management</td>
<td>329.0</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>135.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>Agricultural products</td>
<td>183.3</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>111.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vegetables, fruits, nuts, and other processed agricultural and sideline products</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural and educational, industrial beauty, sports and entertainment supplies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wholesale and retail</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Road transport</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>64.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>280.9</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>113.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>251.5</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>106.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>11.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>5.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tourism activities are comprehensive. Tourists spend their tickets at tourist destinations along with shopping and transportation. For the national natural landscape-type A-level scenic spots, in addition to the consumption of scenic tickets, tourists consume the most in the catering and accommodation industries. After the specific driving data of scenic area ticket consumption added value to other sectors' consumption added value is obtained, according to the definition of direct lateral effect multiplier, the direct lateral effect multiplier of scenic area ticket consumption added value to each sector consumption added value can be calculated. The calculation formula for the direct lateral effect multiplier of each department is as follows:

\[
DLK_j = \frac{\Delta I_j}{\Delta I_{ticket}} \quad (1)
\]

\[\Delta I\] is the corresponding added value of ticket consumption of scenic spots. The comprehensive direct lateral effect multiplier of the scenic area is the sum of the direct lateral effect multipliers of each department. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
DLK = \sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{\Delta I_j}{\Delta I_{ticket}} \quad (2)
\]

Among them, DLK is the comprehensive direct lateral effect multiplier of scenic spot consumption, \(\Delta I_j\) is the corresponding added value of tourist consumption of department j, and \(\Delta I_{ticket}\) is the corresponding added value of ticket consumption of scenic spots. According to formulas (1) and (2), the direct lateral effect multiplier and the comprehensive direct lateral effect multiplier for each department's ticket consumption in the scenic area are calculated. The results are shown in Table-4.
Table 4: Direct lateral effect multiplier caused by national natural landscape type A-class tourist attractions ticket consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer Items</th>
<th>Corresponding department</th>
<th>direct lateral effect multiplier of department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>Tourism commodities department</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Road transport</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comprehensive direct lateral effect multiplier</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data in the table, it can be seen that the direct lateral effect multiplier of the consumption of natural landscape type A scenic spots on the catering, commodity and accommodation sectors is the highest, reaching 0.84, 0.83, and 0.79, respectively. It means that catering, commodity and accommodation have made a greatest contribution. The comprehensive direct lateral effect multiplier of the scenic area is 3.06, which shows that for each unit of value added in the scenic area, 3.06 units of value added by other relevant sectors of the national economy can be driven by the direct lateral effect. The sum of consumption in other relevant departments caused by ticket consumption through direct lateral effect is 3.06 times the consumption of scenic spots ticket consumption itself. On the whole, the direct lateral effect is significant and make great influence to the regional economy.

Indirect lateral effect multiplier analysis

As mentioned above, tourists’ consumption of tickets for scenic spots will also be accompanied by consumption of related departments, and the products of related departments will consume other sectors of the national economy during the production process, which will have corresponding ripple effects. The ripple effect caused by the consumption of related departments is the indirect lateral effect caused by the consumption of scenic tickets. Therefore, the measurement of the indirect lateral effect multiplier of the scenic spot tickets is actually the measurement of the ripple effect multiplier of the relevant department consumption.

The ripple effect is a commonly used concept for researching industrial associations, and its calculation involves the concept of complete consumption in input-output analysis. In the input-output analysis of national economic accounting, the direct consumption coefficient is represented by \( a_{ij} \), which indicates the direct consumption of the product \( i \) when producing one unit of product in the \( j \) sector, and the direct consumption coefficient matrix is represented by \( A \), that is, \( A = (a_{ij}) \). And the complete consumption coefficient is represented by \( b_{ij} \), which means the complete consumption of the \( i \) product when producing the final product of one unit of department \( j \), and the complete consumption coefficient matrix is represented by \( B \), that is, \( B = (b_{ij}) \). The relationship between the two is: \( B = (I - A)^{-1} I \), where \( I \) is the identity matrix and \( (I - A)^{-1} \) is the Leontief inverse matrix.

Using the matrix of complete consumption coefficients, we could calculate the total output \( X \) of national economy sectors required by the increase of the direct output of each sector, which is the total consumption of the relevant sectors caused by the direct output of each sector. Calculated as follows:

\[
X_j = (I - A)^{-1} C \quad \text{.......................... (4)}
\]

Among them, \( C = (c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n) \) is the column vector of the intermediate input needed for the direct output of each department caused by the consumption of scenic tickets. After the total output \( X \) of each department is calculated, the value-added formula is used, that is, the formula calculates the added value generated by the consumption of the relevant departments of the scenic area through the complete consumption of the relevant departments of the national economy.

\[
IVA_j = X_j Z_j = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n)(z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_n) = \sum^n_{i=1} x_i z_i \quad \text{.......................... (5)}
\]

In order to calculate the indirect lateral effect multiplier of the relevant sector, that is, the sectors’ corresponding industry ripple effect multiplier, the calculation formula is as follows:

\[
ILK_j = IVA_j / \Delta I_{ticket} \quad \text{.......................... (6)}
\]

The formula for the comprehensive indirect lateral effect multiplier is as follows:

\[
IL = \sum^n_{j=1} IVA_j / \Delta I_{ticket} \quad \text{.......................... (7)}
\]

Among them, \( IVA_j \) is the complete added value of various national economic sectors required by the increase in the direct output of a sector calculated by formula (5), and \( \Delta I_{ticket} \) is the direct added value generated by the consumption of tickets in scenic spots. The measurement results are shown in Table-5.
By comparing the data in Tables 4 and 5, it can be found that the indirect lateral effect multiplier of each department caused by the consumption of tickets for natural landscape-type A scenic spots in the country is higher than its direct lateral effect multiplier, and the comprehensive indirect lateral effect multiplier is significant. The comprehensive multiplier of direct side effects also proves the comprehensiveness and comprehensiveness of the impact of the tourism industry. In the six consumption caused by the consumption of tickets for scenic spots, it can be roughly divided into three groups: the indirect lateral effect multipliers of the catering and accommodation sectors are 1.23 and 1.07, both of which are greater than 1, indicating the indirect lateral effect of these two sectors is significant. From the data, it can be seen that the indirect contribution of the consumption of dining and accommodation caused by the consumption of tickets in the scenic area exceeds the contribution of the consumption of scenic tickets itself. The indirect lateral effect multipliers of the department of commodity consumption and transportation consumption are 0.53 and 0.72, respectively. The indirect lateral effects of these two sectors are also significant, indicating that the commodity sector and transportation sector caused by the consumption of scenic tickets also have a great indirect contribution to the national economy. Moreover, the proportion of the indirect lateral effect multiplier of the entertainment consumption and other consumption sectors is large. Small, 0.07 and 0.05, respectively, indicating that the entertainment and other consumption sectors caused by the consumption of tickets for scenic spots have only played a weak indirect contribution to the national economy. The calculated multiplier of the comprehensive indirect lateral effect is 3.67, which means that for each unit of added value of the natural landscape-type A-level scenic spot in the country, the indirect lateral effect can drive the added value of 3.67 units of the relevant departments of the national economy.

Comprehensive lateral effect multiplier analysis

The comprehensive lateral effect means the contribution to the national economy caused by the consumption of ticket sales in the scenic area through an exogenous path. To calculate the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier, first we need to calculate the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of each department. The calculation formula is as follows:

\[
CLK_j = ILK_j + DLK_j \tag{8}
\]

The calculation formula for the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier is as follows:

\[
CLK = \sum_{j=1}^{n} ILK_j + DLK_j \tag{9}
\]

Combined formula (8) with formula (1) and formula (6), the sectoral comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of each department can be calculated, and then formula (9) can be used to calculate the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of the scenic spot. The results of the direct, indirect and comprehensive lateral effect multipliers of related departments caused by the consumption of tickets for natural landscape-type A-level scenic spots are shown in Table 6:

Table-6: Sector direct, indirect and comprehensive lateral effect multiplier caused by national natural landscape type A-class tourist attractions ticket consumption

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consumer items</th>
<th>Corresponding department</th>
<th>Direct lateral effect multiplier</th>
<th>Indirect lateral effect multiplier</th>
<th>Comprehensive lateral effect multipliers of each department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commodity</td>
<td>Tourism commodities department</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>Road transport</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>Catering</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>Accommodation</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>6.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
According to the size of the department comprehensive lateral effect multiplier, the six consumption can also be divided into three groups: the commodity and transportation sector, the catering and accommodation sector, and the entertainment and other sectors. The catering and accommodation sector is still the sector with the most significant comprehensive lateral effect. Among them, the department comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of the catering sector even reaches 2.07, and the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of the accommodation sector is also significant, 1.86, which indicates that 1 unit the consumption of scenic tickets through the lateral effects on the catering sector and the accommodation sector can drive the added value of the national economy by 2.07 and 1.86 units, of which the growth of the national economy through the lateral effects caused by catering sector is even 2.07 times the scenic tickets consumption itself.

The department comprehensive lateral effect multipliers of the commodity and transportation sectors are 1.36 and 1.20 respectively, indicating that the consumption of 1 unit of scenic spot tickets can indirectly drive 1.36 and 1.20 unit of added value increase of the national economy through the lateral effects of commodity and transportation consumption. The comprehensive lateral effects of the entertainment and other sectors were 0.16 and 0.09 respectively, indicating that the consumption of scenic tickets for 1 unit drives the increase of the national economy by 0.16 and 0.19 units through the lateral effects on the entertainment sector and other sectors. The added value increases and the proportion is relatively small. The combined lateral effect multiplier of ticket consumption in scenic spots is 6.74 in total, which indicates that one unit added value of ticket consumption can drive the increase of 6.74 units added value in relevant economic sectors in the region through comprehensive lateral effects, indicating a significant comprehensive lateral effect.

Analysis through contrast with tourism output added value multiplier

The added value multiplier of tourism output refers to the impact of tourism consumption on the GDP of relevant local economic sectors [22]. The calculation principle is: tourism output added value multiplier = the increased GDP caused by tourism consumption / GDP corresponding to tourism consumption. The tourism output value-added multiplier of scenic tickets reflects the influence of scenic ticket consumption itself on the GDP of relevant local economic departments. In calculation, the tourism output value-added multiplier of scenic tickets equals the ripple effect multiplier of scenic tickets. The calculation formula of the ripple effect multiplier has been introduced in the previous article, so it won't be repeated here. Since the consumption of scenic area tickets belongs to the public facilities management industry, the column matrix of the complete consumption coefficient of the public facilities management industry is multiplied by the added value rate of each department and then summed up. Tourism output added value multiplier is 1.44, that is to say, the consumption of 1 unit of scenic spot tickets can only lead to the consumption of 1.44 units of the relevant national economic departments around the scenic spot through its own tourism output added value multiplier effect. The lateral effect could drive the growth of 6.74 units added value in the national economy. The multiplier effect derived from the lateral effect perspective is 4.68 times the multiplier effect of the added value of tourism output from the scenic spots. The lateral effect of landscape-type A-level scenic spots can better reflect the driving role of tourism in the surrounding economy than the multiplier of the value-added tourism output of scenic spots.

Optimization analysis of lateral effect structure of ticket consumption in scenic spots

The added value multiplier of tourism output can reflect the industry's driving capacity in various sectors related to tourism consumption. The added value multiplier of tourism output has a greater impact on the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of each sector, but the comprehensive lateral of each sector The effect multiplier size is not only determined by the tourism output added value multiplier, but also related to the tourist consumption structure. Comparing the corresponding tourism output added value multiplier with the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier can effectively observe the tourism consumption structure of tourists, thereby helping to scientifically choose the direction of optimizing the consumption structure of scenic spots. As mentioned above, the calculation principle of the tourism output added value multiplier is: tourism output added value multiplier = GDP corresponding to changes in total output value caused by tourism consumption / GDP corresponding to tourism consumption. Using formula (5), we can calculate the GDP corresponding to the change in gross output value caused by tourism consumption, and the GDP corresponding to tourism consumption can be obtained from Table-3 in this paper. The calculated multiplier of tourism output value added in the scenic area and its pair with the comprehensive side effect multiplier are shown in Table-7:
It can be seen from Table-7 that the comprehensive lateral effect multiplier of each department caused by the consumption of tickets for the national A-level natural landscape scenic spots does not match the sequential output value multiplier of the corresponding tourism output, which means that the tourist attractions. The consumption structure of the destination needs to be further improved. There is still room for the industries in various sectors to play a role in driving economic growth in the national A-level scenic spots. Among the seven major consumption items, although the tourism output value-added multiplier of the corresponding department of transportation consumption reaches 1.20, transportation consumption is rigid consumption and the potential for further development is small, so it is not the focus of side-effect structure optimization. Analyzing the other five major tourism consumption, it can be found that the tourism output value-added multipliers corresponding to scenic spot ticket consumption, catering consumption, and accommodation consumption are 1.44, 1.47, and 1.36 in order, among which the tourism output value-added multiplier for catering consumption (1.47) The largest, scenic spot tickets (1.44) ranked third, which shows that relying solely on the income of scenic spot tickets can not bring good economic income to the local area. In order to give full play to the role of tourist attractions in driving economic growth around tourist destinations, it is necessary to focus on the accommodation, catering and shopping sectors will tap into the potential of the accommodation, catering and shopping sectors and give full play to their side effects.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

RESEARCH CONCLUSIONS

This study takes the national natural landscape A-level scenic area in China as an example, and uses existing data, related research methods and draw on the relevant models built by previous generations, and then comprehensively calculates the lateral effect multipliers of scenic area ticket consumption on the regional economy. The conclusions are as follows:

First, the multiplier of the added value of tourism output of natural landscape-type A-level scenic spot ticket consumption is 1.44, that is, each additional unit of value added for scenic spot ticket consumption will drive other sectors of the national economy through its own tourism output of 1.44 Value added. And its side effect multiplier is 6.74, that is, each additional unit of value added in the scenic spot will pull the value of 6.74 units of other sectors of the national economy through side effects. The side effect of scenic spot consumption on the regional national economy through side effects is 4.68 times its impact on the regional national economy through the tourism output value multiplier through the ticket itself.

Secondly, of the six main consumption caused by the consumption of tickets in scenic spots, the side effect multipliers of catering (2.07) consumption and accommodation (1.86) consumption are the largest group, which have a greater contribution to the tourism destination economy and transportation (1.20) and shopping (1.36) also have a greater contribution to the tourism destination economy, while entertainment (0.16) and other (0.09) side effects multipliers are smaller. Among them, catering (2.07) consumption, accommodation (1.86) consumption, transportation (1.20) consumption and shopping (1.36) consumption all contributed more to the national economy than the scenic area ticket consumption itself.

Third, the analysis of the industry driving capacity of the related departments of ticket consumption in the scenic spot can be found that the tourism output value multiplier of the catering, accommodation, shopping, and scenic areas multipliers are 1.47, 1.36, 0.64, and 1.44, respectively. The side effect multipliers are 2.07, 1.86, 1.36, and 1.44, and the side effects are much larger than the direct tourism output value-added multipliers. The tourism output value-added multiplier of scenic spot ticket consumption (1.44) ranks third among the seven major related consumptions of the scenic spot. The catering sector (1.47) and transportation sector (1.49) are both larger than the tourism output of scenic spot ticket consumption (1.44). Add value-added multipliers.

Fourth, the side effect multiplier has a direct relationship with the consumption structure. At present, the side effect multiplier of ticket consumption in scenic spots accounts for a large proportion of the side effect multiplier (1.44) of ticket consumption in the entire economy.
scenic spot, second only to catering consumption (2.07). And the side effect multiplier of accommodation consumption (1.86), which to a certain extent inhibited the side effects of shopping consumption, entertainment consumption and other types of tourism consumption.

Research Implications

In this paper, we calculated lateral effect multiplier for national natural landscape-type A scenic spots in China, and then conduct some analysis. The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretical basis for the optimization of regional tourism development. Based on above research conclusions, this article draws the following management implications:

First, the natural resource-dependent scenic spots should reasonably control the ticket prices of scenic spots and improve comprehensive economic benefits. The research results in this paper show that the contribution of natural landscape-type A-level scenic spots to the regional economy through lateral effects is far greater than the tourism output added value multiplier, which means that other types of consumption driven by scenic spot ticket consumption, such as catering, accommodation, etc., contribute more to the regional economy than the scenic area ticket consumption itself. Excessive ticket prices in scenic spots are likely to curb tourists' spending on shopping, dining, and accommodation, which not only make visitors' travel experience less colorful, but also is not conducive to driving economic growth in tourist destinations.

Second, natural landscape-type scenic spots should vigorously support the development of local specialty accommodation, gourmet cuisine, and specialty shopping, and actively enhance the lateral effects of scenic spot consumption. Although tourism transportation consumption is rigid consumption, there is little potential for further promotion, but accommodation, catering, shopping, etc. are flexible consumption and have great potential for promotion. Special accommodation, specialty food and specialty shopping can not only provide tourists with a wealth of product choices and enhance the attraction of the scenic spot, but also drive local employment and drive the surrounding area economy through lateral effects. Many natural landscape-type scenic spots have local special agricultural products, agricultural and sideline products, which can be further developed into tourist commodities and tourist souvenirs, providing tourists with a characteristic tourism shopping experience, and giving full play to the role of natural scenic spots in driving the surrounding economy.
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